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Aspex, Portsmouth
We sit in the high ceiling room that in its thick set walls still
shows signs of its naval heritage. It is now a light and airy
space with artwork on the walls. Jo Bushnell, the Director is
talking in animated terms about the plans the team has for
the building to take it into its next transformation. The draft
architect plans are not giving enough of a sense of the
possibilities so we physically walk round the building and Jo
explains the new flexibility they are hoping to create. This
will take them a step closer to the creative hub ideal Aspex
has been pursuing for the last five years.

Aspex has been through
a process of reviewing
and refining its vision and
mission, changing its
organisational design,
building new
partnerships, testing new
models of programming,
and reinventing its retail
offer.

Aspex opened its doors as a gallery in 1981 in a converted chapel
in the Southsea area of Portsmouth, it was established by artist
members of Art Space Portsmouth. Aspex Visual Arts Trust Ltd
was then formed in 1991. Artists and creative practice have been
central to the organisation since its inception. The chapel was
remodelled several times but eventually it was clear that Aspex had
grown too big for its original home and a new opportunity came up
within the commercial development of Gunwharf Quays. Aspex
relocated to a converted naval storehouse in 2006 and it is from
this base it has continued to support emerging artists and to
develop audiences for contemporary visual art.
In 2011 Aspex was one of a number of arts organisations to learn
its funding from Arts Council England was to be reduced by over
50% this was to be followed by a 40% reduction in its grant from
Portsmouth City Council. These events triggered a major
organisational review and rethink of the future direction of the
organisation. Reflecting on this very difficult period Jo likens it to
Aspex going into shock but at the same time having to make some
very difficult decisions and take action.
Since then Aspex has been through a process of reviewing and
refining its vision and mission, changing its organisational design,
building new partnerships, testing new models of programming,
and reinventing its retail offer. As Jo points out the path of change
is never straightforward and even though they had a clear plan
during this period the unforeseen always emerges - several
established members of the team left, new staff joined in different
roles, the catering offer tried various models but remained
uneconomic, several staff went on maternity leave and the financial
challenges were ever present.
Like many other arts organisations Aspex’s original business
model was based primarily on hidden subsidy, that is public
funding from Arts Council England and the local authority covered
the majority of the organisation’s running costs allowing for the
provision of low cost or free services at the point of use. These
services included a public exhibition programme, support for
artists, a participatory programme and special projects.
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Aspex, Portsmouth
As this level of public funding changed Aspex focused on four
areas to develop a new business model: revitalising the
programme; increasing trading income; making the building work
more effectively; and bringing more people into the building. These
have remained consistent throughout the period even though the
emphasis and priorities may have changed.
The business model now has three strands1: hidden subsidy for
core activity (50%); hidden subsidy for projects (17%); direct selling
(33% - includes catering, building hire, crafts retail, engagement
activity, investments and donors). A fourth strand of ‘shared
income’ is being developed in terms of a new catering offer that is
provided by a social enterprise organisation that shares the Aspex
ethos.
Aspex focused on four areas
to develop a new business
model: revitalising the
programme; increasing
trading income; making the
building work more
effectively; and bringing
more people into the
building.

Jo acknowledges that the vision was only partially formed as they
moved into implementing the new business plan but time was not
on their side and action was needed. Later into the process Kaos
Pilots were brought in to help and while it was a challenge the new
vision was created:
Aspex exists to support emerging artists, expose the creative
process, and engage new audiences with visual art.
This vision now drives everything Aspex does and its clarity has
helped strengthen the work of the staff and board. The initial ideas
for changes to the programme were primarily owned by staff that
left during the period and as such this has been through a number
of iterations. However, the framework established by the vision has
helped the new staff shape both the exhibition and participatory
programmes.
The building has been refocused over the last five years, which was
both symbolic of the changes being implemented and a driver for
income generation. It has taken some time to re-imagine how the
building could be used differently but it now genuinely supports the
creative hub ethos and provides rental income of some £2,400
p.c.m. Straight hiring of the building was more complicated and less
financially beneficial than anticipated as it was harder to recoup
staff costs and there is a lot of competition in the city.
What are some of the lessons learnt from this process of change?
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Although it is widely understood in theory significant change
takes time and our expectations in practice do not always match
what is feasible
The vision is important but you cannot always have the clarity
you want or need at the outset. You still have to take the first
steps and keep working towards it

Source: 2014/15 Statutory Accounts
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Aspex, Portsmouth




Partnerships are vital because they open up new areas you
may not have considered, the broader you can make these
partnerships the better
The process can be very painful at times and support networks
internally and externally are important
Thinking back, some elements of our original plan worked
well and some didn’t, but we had to make the shift. My
advice would be you have to have a clear vision, it took us a
while to develop ours, and with a small team you can’t
change everything at once. So don’t beat yourself up if you
can’t deliver on everything at the same time. Put your best
foot forward and get out there!

My advice would be you
have to have a clear vision,
it took us a while to
develop ours, and with a
small team you can’t
change everything at
once.
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All images ©Aspex 2016
Case Study produced by Alchemy Research & Consultancy for the South East
Museum Development Programme supported with public funding by Arts Council
England.
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Battersea Arts
Centre
In 2015 Battersea Arts Centre (“BAC”) adopted a new mission.

Scratch is not always
‘an easy thing to
explain’ because it
attempts to turn on its
head the traditional
model of artistic
production; instead of
presenting audiences
with a finished work to
appreciate, it invites
them into the heart of
the creative process.

For Rebecca Holt, Chief Operating Officer, the decision to move on
from BAC’s previous mission “To invent the future of theatre” was a
powerful indicator of the journey that the organisation has been on
for the last twelve years under its Artistic Director, David Jubb. The
new mission moves BAC beyond a specific focus on theatre and
firmly proclaims its commitment to encouraging others to develop
their own creative talents.
BAC is an innovative and nationally renowned arts centre based in
Battersea’s distinctive former Town Hall. It opened in 1981 under
its first director, Jude Kelly. The centre now welcomes over
100,000 visitors per year to see a wide range of work and to visit its
popular Scratch Bar and Bee’s Knees play-space. It already has
strong museum links through BAC Moving Museum and Creative
Museums.
In 2014/15 BAC had a total income of £5.8m including capital
income of £2.1m and £0.5m from an insurance claim. Unrestricted
income totalled £2.3m split between grants and donations (40%),
trading income (26%) and tickets sales and fees (34%). BAC is a
member of the Arts Council’s National Portfolio and receives an
annual grant of £0.7m.
Three connected developments have been central to BAC’s growth
and income diversification:




A pioneering approach to making and sharing work: Scratch;
Implementing project working across the organisation and
developing the role of creative Producer; and
A substantial programme of capital development.

Scratch
As Rebecca says Scratch is not always ‘an easy thing to explain’
because it attempts to turn on its head the traditional model of
artistic production; instead of presenting audiences with a finished
work to appreciate, it invites them into the heart of the creative
process. In BAC’s own words.
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Battersea Arts
Centre
Battersea Arts Centre encourages people to test and
develop new ideas with members of the public – a process
called Scratch.
Scratch is about sharing an idea with the public at an early
stage of its development. When you Scratch an idea, you
can ask people questions and consider their feedback. This
helps you work out how to take your idea on to the next
stage. It’s an iterative process that can be used again and
again. Over time, ideas become stronger because they are
informed by a wide-range of responses.

BAC have put project
working at the heart of
their organisation; every
part of the programme is
run as a project with a
team that is responsible
for planning and
delivery. Implementing
this way of working has
not been trouble free:
some staff have missed
the security of traditional
departmental working
and the decision making
process can appear
slow. However the gains
in accountability,
flexibility and innovation
have been essential.

The feedback is an important part of the process but Scratch
is not about doing everything that people’s feedback
suggests; it is about using the responses to help you
understand how people currently receive it and to help you
shape your idea. The feedback doesn’t have to be a Q&A,
you can simply share your idea ‘live’ and, by doing this, you
can often tell what works and what doesn’t. Scratch
recognizes that when an idea does not fully succeed, or
even when it crashes and burns, that there is great learning
to be gathered. Due to the vulnerability of asking people to
share their ideas while they are still in development, the
creative Producer role at BAC is important in ensuring care
throughout this process.
Scratch is used by artists to make theatre, by young people
to develop entrepreneurial ideas, by local people who want
to get creative and much more.
Project working
To complement and support Scratch, BAC have put project working
at the heart of their organisation; every part of the programme is
run as a project with a team that is responsible for planning and
delivery. The approach was inspired by a Clore Leadership
Programme secondment to Unilever by the then Executive Director
in the late-2000s. Implementing this way of working has not been
trouble free: some staff have missed the security of traditional
departmental working and the decision making process can appear
slow. However the gains in accountability, flexibility and innovation
have been essential.
In 2008 BAC also made the decision to merge its ‘theatre’ and
‘participation’ strands. This has enriched all areas of BAC’s activity,
bringing new approaches and artists into each area, and has led to
the more people-focused mission.
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Battersea Arts
Centre
Transforming the building
BAC has been working since 2007 on a phased scheme to renew
and restore BAC’s home with the aim of creating
..a building that is truly responsive to the people it is
designed for: visitors, audiences, artists and staff.

Test ideas. Really
engage with audiences
and get lots of feedback.
Be bold…..You need
lots of communication to
bring people into the
process and testing of
ideas.

The phased approach draws on the learning from Scratch: the
project has been developed in an iterative fashion rather than
following traditional linear models. In March 2015 the benefits of
this agile approach became clear when BAC suffered a major fire
that destroyed the Grand and Lower Halls. The organisation’s
rapid response drew widespread praise and allowed them to turn a
potential disaster into a positive national story.
Over the past decade BAC has radically changed how it works to
deliver its evolving mission. None of the changes have been easy
to make and some have needed re-thinking in the light of practical
experience. The change process is far from over; BAC has big
ambitions for the future and significant challenges remain. In
particular, the team need to complete the capital project interrupted
by the fire in 2015 and to focus on the hard task of growing their
commercial operations. The next 12 months will be, Rebecca
confides, ‘a challenging period’ as they work towards getting the full
capacity of the building back in 2018.
Rebecca offers the following advice to organisations that are
looking to change how they work.
Think largely about the Scratch process. Test ideas. Really
engage with audiences and get lots of feedback. Be bold…..
[You need] lots of communication to bring people into the
process and testing of ideas. But Scratch removes so much
of the risk, because you don’t have to invest everything into
one finished product all at once – meaning you can be more
risk-taking. Let people feel and see the little changes
happening in front of them.

Images:
Pg.1
Top: Battersea Arts Centre building
Bottom: Scratch Landscape
Pg.2
Top: Masque of the Red Death by Punchdrunk
Bottom: Orpheus by Little Bulb Theatre
Pg.3
Top: Council Chamber Wedding
Bottom: The Good Neighbour schools group
All images ©Battersea Arts Centre 2016
Case Study produced by Alchemy Research & Consultancy for the South East
Museum Development Programme supported with public funding by Arts Council
England.
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Graeae Theatre
Company
The large letters sit individually in huge half-moon windows
boldly announcing ‘Graeae’ to the outside world and giving a
true sense of the organisation you are about to meet.
Textures, colours, layers, all combined to reinforce an
openness, welcome and accessibility way beyond automatic
doors and adapted toilets. This is an organisation that is
certain of its identity and genuinely has creativity is at its
heart. As Kevin, the Operations Director says: ‘We have
focused on a funding and operational model that could also
allow us to make great work.’

The changes and cuts
to a wide range of
benefits for d/Deaf and
disabled people, most
noticeably Access to
Work has had a
profound effect on the
staff Graeae employs
and the many d/Deaf
and disabled people
the company works
with.

Graeae Theatre Company is now in its 36th year and defines itself
as a force for change in world-class theatre. Like other
organisations in the cultural sector Graeae has been looking
closely at its business model and exploring a range of approaches
to generating income. Despite retaining its Arts Council grant the
level of funding has become a cut in real terms. While it has not
been in receipt of regular local authority funding and therefore
shielded from those extreme funding changes it has been heavily
impacted by the wider ‘austerity’ measures. The changes and cuts
to a wide range of benefits for d/Deaf and disabled people, most
noticeably Access to Work has had a profound effect on the staff
Graeae employs and the many d/Deaf and disabled people the
company works with.
Graeae appears to have responded to two drivers for change in
reviewing and developing its business model. The first was the
restructuring of the team after some long serving staff left to take
up new roles. The second was the Arts Council’s National Portfolio
Funding round for 2015-2018. Kevin talks about the desire for the
company to work more strategically and be thinking about much
longer lead times for its income generation, something they
continue to work on as a team.
Graeae now works with a range of new non-arts partners. It was an
area that had not been explored in the past, and there were
concerns about managing the brand and how other sectors might
understand the very particular approach that Graeae has
developed. Kevin is honest in saying that to a certain extent they
just did not know where to begin, how do you even start to
approach such organisations?
We were given a really great opportunity when Jenny codirected the Paralympics in that she suddenly became an
asset above and beyond the arts. That was a good way of
us starting to think about how we could make use of that as
an income stream whilst still staying true to our charitable
objectives.
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Graeae Theatre
Company
It is true that Graeae had an extraordinary opportunity with Jenny
Sealey, the Chief Executive/Artistic Director playing such a pivotal
role in the Paralympic Opening Ceremony; possibly a once in a
lifetime event. But their success appears to have come from being
able to develop that opportunity by not just succumbing to lots of
one off requests that followed but building some long-term
partnerships. Graeae is no stranger to working collaboratively.

Graeae’s assumptions
about working with nonarts partners have been
challenged, and they
have found the
relationships rewarding
and flexible enough to
allow them to remain
true to their vision.

Because of the changing funding landscape people were
looking to other organisations to share the cost to help make
work of the same quality and to have the same impact.
It made sense to collaborate…we enjoy that way of working
and that seems to be on the increase again. That works well
for us because when we go to a venue it’s not just about
taking the show we have but to look at every aspect of that
experience, we work with their marketing teams, their
outreach teams, Front of House, producing, access – all of
those. We work with everyone to improve practice for
reaching more Deaf and Disabled people.
Kevin explains that their assumptions about working with non-arts
partners have been challenged, and they have found the
relationships rewarding and flexible enough to allow them to remain
true to their vision. These relationships have been built by staying
tenacious and offering something unlike anything organisations like
EY have experienced before.
The Graeae financial model has been developing away from high
levels of core funding from the Arts Council towards a more diverse
income base. The business model now has three strands1: hidden
subsidy for core activity (55%); hidden subsidy for projects (i.e. one
-off grants – 16%); direct selling (29% - including building hire,
merchandising, training and box office fees).
The thing that is perhaps most striking when talking to Kevin about
Graeae’s evolving business model is that it has been a genuinely
developmental process involving the entire organisation. They have
taken small steps but always with big ambitions in mind. The
relationship with EY went from early conversations, to taster
workshops to a programme and now EY is advising Graeae on how
to package the programme to sell it on to other organisations.
What are some of the lessons learnt from this process?
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Clarity of purpose and message
Everyone involved across the organisation
Forward planning
Building partnerships (arts and non-arts) & spotting
opportunities
Creating an active patrons/supporters network

Source: 2014/15 Statutory Accounts
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Graeae Theatre
Company
We spent a lot of time thinking really carefully about our
message, we don’t want to tug on the heartstrings but want
to try and have a positive message throughout. Once you
make it easy and possible for people to donate then you will
find people choose to. We’ve been careful not alienate
people and if they have made a donation they can go on to
be supporters, if you treat them right and then they become
friends and then patrons. You can take them on that donor
journey and it feels quite natural if you treat them right.
The other thing is, bring people on board to help you
fundraise. Ask around for ideas and don’t assume your ideas
are the best ideas. If you bring in your whole organisation
you have a kind of group representing your customers as
well then they may take things in new directions. If
somebody’s on board from the beginning then they’ve got a
vested interest in making it happen.

... we don’t want to tug
on the heartstrings but
want to try and have a
positive message
throughout. Once you
make it easy and
possible for people to
donate then you will find
people choose to.

Images:
Pg.1
The Graeae building
Pg.2
Top: The Limbless Knight: Tales of rights reignited
Bottom: The Threepenny Opera
Pg.3
Top: The Iron Man
Bottom: Paralympic Opening Ceremony, Co-directed by Jenny Sealey
All images ©Graeae 2016
Case Study produced by Alchemy Research & Consultancy for the South East
Museum Development Programme supported with public funding by Arts Council
England.
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Lighthouse,
Brighton
Leading names in UK cinema have been announced as
mentors of the Guiding Lights scheme.

Lighthouse’s tenants
are regarded as more
than just occupants in
a shared building, they
are seen as partners
and part of the crucible
of ideas and influences
that make the
Lighthouse network a
valuable resource for
the arts community and
the creative industries.

Now in its seventh round, director Stephen Frears (The
Queen), writer Abi Morgan (Suffragette) and producer
Andrew MacDonald (Trainspotting) join the latest crop of
mentors supporting emerging professionals to develop their
careers. One of the mentors from the last round of the
Guiding Lights scheme is Matt Charman – the screenwriter
of Bridge of Spies (dir. Steven Spielberg), who began
mentoring Matt Orton in early 2015. During their time
together, Orton successfully sold his first script – based on
the story of the hunt for Adolf Eichmann – to MGM.
Charman will serve on the project as Executive Producer.
Moviescope, December 2015
Lighthouse describes itself as an arts and culture agency, its
purpose being to connect new developments in art, technology and
society. It is no stranger to building partnerships and developing
talent, “Guiding Lights” is just one aspect of its broad ranging
programme of exhibitions, training and education, screenings,
commissions and residencies. Founded in1986 Lighthouse was
initially a small community based film workshop sited at the art
college of the University of Brighton. In the mid-1990s, it moved
into digital media and training and in 2005 Lighthouse bought the
old printworks building in Kensington Street Brighton, which
opened up a new stream of rental revenue and developed its
partnerships further.
The use of the building definitely sparked changes for Lighthouse,
in that while tenants use the building for their own business
purposes they also feed into the development of Lighthouse and
the wider arts and digital creative industries ecosystem in Brighton.
The extent that this has happened has proved surprising for
Lighthouse but is now being actively developed to the benefit of
everyone involved.
Miriam Randall (Executive Director) talks about how increasingly
important Lighthouse’s tenants and collaborative working have
become in expanding their business model. Since 2007 Lighthouse
has managed to achieve a remarkable 100% occupancy rate and
currently hosts seven tenants from a youth arts charity to
commercial web designers. These tenants are regarded as more
than just occupants in a shared building, they are seen as partners
and part of the crucible of ideas and influences that make the
Lighthouse network a valuable resource for the arts community and
the creative industries. Always thinking ahead, Miriam describes
how they want to take these relationships even further in the next
iteration of their business model.
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Lighthouse,
Brighton
Around 2009 there was a big push on the digital opportunity in
terms of public policy and this is when Lighthouse refined its
purpose and moved to becoming a digital culture agency, looking at
the creative use of technology. Education has also been an
important driver and Lighthouse has had a long term relationship
with the University of Brighton and currently co-runs the MA in
Digital Media Arts.
Timing is so important; if you are having a successful phase you
know you are doing something that is needed by society and
you are doing something that other stakeholders want to do as
well so we just really hit on some very good partnership
programmes.

The current business
model is based around a
number of streams of
activity that have
evolved from being
curious and well
connected with the
external environment;
Miriam stresses the
need to stay vital and
current

While Lighthouse has been subject to the challenges of declining
public sector funding the main trigger for reviewing the business
model was a transition phase as a result of a change in leadership,
which Miriam describes as a ‘pivotal moment.’ Before 2012
Lighthouse had a very top down and traditional organisational
design based on a sole Director but a decision was made to move
to a co-Director model and it had a big impact. The Artistic Director
is able to work more externally, making connections and being the
public face of the creative programme, keeping the new ideas
flowing. The current Artistic Director is based in Amsterdam which
has helped with growing international connections, he is in Brighton
every other week and the team appropriately uses technology
(Slack) for staying connected. Miriam, as Executive Director, has
responsibility for overseeing and managing the business model.
The current business model is based around a number of streams
of activity that have evolved from being curious and well connected
with the external environment; Miriam stresses the need to stay
vital and current:




Partnerships – commissioning and producing enabled
Lighthouse to work with bigger and higher profile partners
Commercial clients – long-term tenants
International work and networks

This has taken Lighthouse from a very small scale organisation into
national and international relationships, major production schemes
and international commissions that have raised its profile and
generated positive financial returns. Lighthouse’s financial model
has been evolving and is primarily driven by an ambition to achieve
a balance of 50% public subsidy and 50% commercial income. The
business model currently has three strands in terms of income 1:
hidden subsidy (core grants) 21%; hidden subsidy (project grants)
39%; direct sales (room hire, fees, bar, rental income) 40%.
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Source: 2014/15 Statutory Accounts
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Lighthouse,
Brighton
What lessons might be learnt from the development of Lighthouse’s
business model?








You need disruptors,
you need to be able to
lift the lid on things and
be brave enough to let
the creatives challenge
the status quo.

Keep reinventing and don't take success for granted
Keep artists and creative technologists close to the organisation
Consciously invite other perspectives and opinions into your
work
Bring in youthful energy and ideas
Ensure a good mix of different specialisms in your team,
including people from non-arts sectors
Be sure your organisational design supports innovation
Keep your Board fresh and relevant

Miriam is clear to point out that success comes from thinking
ahead, being willing to keep reinventing and bringing in new
perspectives. This is evident in the advice she would offer to others
contemplating changing their business model:
Always be open to new ideas and new people. You need
people in the team who break the mould of those you might
ordinarily expect to be on an arts team. You need different
industry experience, especially when new business ideas
are needed in the challenging funding climate. Lighthouse
now uses the old Director’s office for creatives to do
residencies and to help keep disrupting - they feed into both
the projects and our day-to-day working. You need to be
genuine about diversity, bringing in those other voices and
partnerships.
You need disruptors, you need to be able to lift the lid on
things and be brave enough to let the creatives challenge
the status quo.
Clarify your purpose by identifying your overarching
challenge as an organization and develop a strategy that
guides every part of your business to support that purpose.
Stay focused on your strategy, tell people about it, and keep
learning from others - talk to your peers, talk within the
organization, talk to other sectors and talk to the public.
Stay curious and work with great talent!
Images:
Pg.1
Top: The Sound of Story 2015
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All images ©Lighthouse 2016
Case Study produced by Alchemy Research & Consultancy for the South East
Museum Development Programme supported with public funding by Arts Council
England.
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Multistory
We wanted work that was high quality, high calibre and with
local relevance. So we developed a model that could be
tested on a national scale. We are working in the tradition of
mass observation, engaging people, meeting people where
they are and getting back into the heart of these
communities.
Emma Chetcuti, Director, Multistory.

Multistory has built a
programme model that
works with very high
calibre artists and
established names that
are willing to come to
Sandwell and create
new work with the local
community.

It is hard not to be won over by Emma’s energy, passion and the
sheer force of will she and her team have put into creating
something distinctive in West Bromwich. Emma is the founding
Director of Multistory an organisation committed to making art with,
for and about the people of Sandwell in the West Midlands.
Multistory’ s projects celebrate everyday life in extraordinary ways
by bringing world-class artists and writers together with local
residents to tell their stories in a format that few other arts
organisations are currently using. The organisation had a fragile
beginning following on from the collapse of The Public as a
proposed major participatory arts venue and hub. In spite of its
tentative start, in August this year Multistory will celebrate its tenth
birthday and it has an exceptional list of achievements to look back
on.
West Bromwich is listed as the second most deprived town in the
country by the Office for National Statistics, it also ranks second
lowest for educational attainment. With a degree of Black Country
tenacity it is precisely this context that seems to have caused
Multistory to have an unprecedented scale of ambition. Multistory
has built a programme model that works with very high calibre
artists and established names that are willing to come to Sandwell
and create new work with the local community. In building
Multistory’s strategy Emma and her team looked at the
programmes of regional galleries and museums and found that few
were commissioning new work about local people and everyday
lives. They therefore started to evolve a model based on two
principles:
1. Giving local people the opportunity to interact with artists they
wouldn’t normally meet
2. Using those interactions as a platform for the artists to interpret
the stories of the people they were working with
Over the last six years Multistory has undertaken two significant
projects: Open for Business (A major regional touring exhibition),
and Black Country Stories (including commissions with Martin Parr
and Margaret Drabble). Open for Business provided the
opportunity to test the scalability of the programme approach
Multistory had been developing on a local basis. Ten partners in
ten regions were involved in working with ten photographers to
replicate the model in their area using it as a mechanism to
generate local audiences and relationships.
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Multistory
We decided quite early on when working with Martin Parr
that we were building a social archive – photographs, oral
histories and written texts. But in building a social archive it
also means that we can work with local photographers and
writers. When we held the opening for Martin Parr’s work
over 600 people turned up. It had changed the way we
worked.
In thinking about the current business model Emma explains that it
evolved out of two parallel drivers for change. Firstly, pre-empting
austerity measures and reducing public sector expenditure
particularly on the part of the local authority. Sandwell Borough
Council will have had to make savings of nearly £80m between
2015 and 2018.

Through introducing the
new way of working
Multistory built another
arm to the business,
which includes
merchandising and
sales. Partnering with
commercial agencies
and artists has also
helped Multistory build
its own expertise in
selling.

Secondly, building the new social archive project working model. In
developing the model Multistory moved to a new organisational
design which both reduced core costs and allowed more flexibility
in terms of the way the team worked. Instead of having a delivery
team of permanent staff Multistory now has a core of four people
and specialist project support is brought in when required, this
allows the team to shrink and grow as appropriate. In reducing the
core costs Multistory created a productions fund which gave it the
freedom to create its own programme.
It meant we could bring in project workers as and when we
needed them but most importantly it meant we could
significantly reduce our overheads. All our energy now goes
into creating ideas, coming up with a programme and
ensuring there are things people can buy into. We’ve started
a business model where we can sell to people outside of the
area.
Through introducing the new way of working Multistory built another
arm to the business, which includes merchandising and sales.
Partnering with commercial agencies and artists has also helped
Multistory build its own expertise in selling. The underlying financial
model is now based on three strands1: hidden subsidy core funds
(44%); hidden subsidy project funds (51%); direct sales (5% merchandise sales and partnership funds).
What are some of the lessons learnt from developing the Multistory
business model?
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Be proactive and pre-empt possible changes, don’t wait for
things to happen
Scale is not an inhibitor to ambition. Small organisations can do
things that big institutions can’t
Work with high quality partners and artists
People will buy artwork if it is affordable and high quality

Source: 2014/15 Statutory Accounts
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Multistory



Don’t be afraid to build content with selling in mind
Working across sectors can bring in surprising partners.
Multistory have now worked with partners ranging from the
Wellcome Trust to the FT, and from Magnum Photos to the
Science Museum London

When asked about the advice she might give others thinking about
new business models, at the heart of Emma’s response seems to
be relationship building.
Probably the key point is getting out and about creating new
ideas and relationships; you have to be partnership working.
You also need to be constantly thinking about and telling
stories, we look at the year and work out the key points to
tell a story, it is important to get used to doing this regularly.
Nowhere else are these stories being told about the ordinary
and the everyday.
You also have to be risk taking, we have to keep reinventing,
but it is always about making really powerful art that local
people will engage with.

Working across sectors
can bring in surprising
partners. Multistory have
now worked with
partners ranging from
the Wellcome Trust to
the FT, and from
Magnum Photos to the
Science Museum
London

Images:
Pg.1
Mark Power, Open for Business exhibition, 2015. ©Science Museum
London
Pg.2
Top: Martin Parr at the opening of his exhibition, Wolverhampton Art
Gallery, 2015 ©Multistory Black Country Stories 2010 to 2014
Bottom: As above
Pg.3
Top: Left to right: David Hurn, Stuart Franklin, Jonas Bendiksen, Jo
Quinton-Tulloch, Mark Power and Peter Marlow, launch of Open for
Business exhibition, 2014. ©National Media Museum Bradford
Bottom: A wall of Martin Parr’s photographs at Wolverhampton Art
Gallery, 2015 ©Multistory
Both projects were commissioned by Multistory
Case Study produced by Alchemy Research & Consultancy for the South East
Museum Development Programme supported with public funding by Arts Council
England.
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Tobacco Factory
Theatres, Bristol
Tobacco Factory Theatres programmed its full season 14 years
ago and change has been a constant theme ever since. This year
is no exception. Following the closure of its offsite second space
earlier this year due to licensing changes the theatre is developing
plans for a new second theatre space in the Tobacco Factory itself.
And, after 8 years in charge, Director Ali Robertson will be moving
on this summer to become Executive Producer at Kneehigh
Theatre. Tobacco Factory Theatres is not an organisation that
stands still.
The company is based in the iconic Tobacco Factory building
complex bought by George Ferguson in 1993 to save it from
demolition. The Tobacco Factory is now a hub for the creative
industries and the Theatres share the building with cafes, live/work
loft apartments and schools for the performing arts and animation.

Tobacco Factory
Theatres produces and
presents excellent art
in unique, intimate
spaces. It aims to be a
cultural flagship for the
local community, an
innovative social and
cultural hub and an
inspirational model of
urban renewal.

The company put on its first full programme in 2002, had its first
transfer to London two years later and became a charity in 2005.
In 2009 a second site – The Brewery – was developed and
included a working bakery, a café and a dance studio as well as a
90-seat auditorium. In 2011 it took the momentous decision, partly
in response a reduction in the amount of work being made in the
city following the closure for refurbishment of Bristol Old Vic in
2007, to become a creator rather than just a presenter of work.
The following year the company joined the Arts Council’s National
Portfolio, a position it retains.
The organisation’s mission statement and core beliefs drive and
shape everything that it does.
Our mission
Tobacco Factory Theatres produces and presents excellent
art in unique, intimate spaces. It aims to be a cultural
flagship for the local community, an innovative social and
cultural hub and an inspirational model of urban renewal.
Core beliefs
1. We started as an experiment and we encourage
experimentation.
2. We are ambitious and we encourage ambition: we tell
epic stories in small spaces.
3. We seek as wide an audience for our work as possible.
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Tobacco Factory
Theatres, Bristol
4. Our diverse programme is our cornerstone but we are a
place of creation, development and learning, as well as
performance.
5. We never forget that our audience is our reason for
existence.

It is really important to
think clearly about who
your stakeholders are.
Funders can sometimes
assume undue
importance and it is vital
to understand that
everyone is an audience
member. Do not take
your audience for
granted.

The success of this approach can be seen in the organisation’s
steady growth during Ali’s tenure: audiences have increased from
30,000 to 140,000 and turnover has risen by over 300%. The
Theatres now generates 75% of its total annual income of £2.2m
from its own trading activities: mainly box office, bar sales, theatre
hire and events. Grants, legacies and donations make up the
remaining 25% and it receives £60,000 as an Arts Council NPO 1.
Ali identifies four key changes to the way in which the organisation
works.
1. The decision to create their own content rather than just
presenting the work of others
2. An ongoing commitment to build and sustain strong audience
relationships
3. The value of Catalyst funding in supporting the development of
its fundraising activity
4. A willingness to create and refreshing a wider senior
management team
What have been some of the lessons from the changes of the past
few years?
It is really important to think clearly about who your
stakeholders are. Funders can sometimes assume undue
importance and it is vital to understand that everyone is an
audience member. Do not take your audience for granted.
Recognise that major change will involve lots of difficult
situations and stress. It is important to accept this and to
think about ways to reduce its impact.
It is necessary to have a staff structure and systems that
support your values and your business model.

1
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Tobacco Factory
Theatres, Bristol
They should be flexible and support the empowerment and
enabling of all of staff. To be able to share power in this way
the leadership team must have a good range of skills and
the time and capacity to think strategically. Budgets and
project management must be pushed down the
organisational chain and there must be an acceptance that,
as part of this process, mistakes will be made.
Take the opportunity of changes in staffing to re-think the
current arrangements and bring in people with new skills and
perspectives.
To sum up Ali offers this advice to organisations looking to succeed

To be able to share
power in this way the
leadership team must
have a good range of
skills and the time and
capacity to think
strategically. Budgets
and project management
must be pushed down
the organisational chain
and there must be an
acceptance that, as part
of this process, mistakes
will be made.

Be entrepreneurial … Be dynamic, flexible and always look
for opportunities … give people their heads and accept that
they will make mistakes …. regularly refresh what you are all
about and your core values

Images:
Pg.1
The Tobacco Factory Theatres building
Pg.2
Top: Ali © Simon Withyman
Bottom: Factory Theatre Auditorium in the Round © Farrows Creative
Pg.3
Top: Tobacco Factory café bar
All images ©Tobacco Factory 2016 unless otherwise stated
Case Study produced by Alchemy Research & Consultancy for the South East
Museum Development Programme supported with public funding by Arts Council
England.
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